
 
“CNDB, What’s The Matter?” 
 
I have started to write this text immediately after the blunt announcement made at the last 
“Sonorous Saturday”: this is the last event hosted by the Round Room! 
 
Thus, what had been announced and repeated several times is actually happening. The 
Bucharest National Dance Centre (CNDB) is losing its current headquarters. CNDB and 
contemporary Romanian dance have entered a state of temporariness once more. Trying 
to place in time an important event which had taken place in the dance world, the 
choreographers from another generation were deceived by their memory, which caused 
them to invoke the 1977 earthquake as the demarcation point between two periods. 
“Before or after the earthquake?” has thus become the title of a recent project undertaken 
by CNDB. Almost like a ghost, the earthquake returns and becomes the main reason for 
which CNDB has to vacate the premises it currently occupies in the TNB building. 
Or, in the words of TNB’s director, Ion Caramitru, “this year threatens to be strewn with 
earthquakes”. 
We can only believe him! 
 
Just like with any show, the eviction of CNDB was preceded by several rehearsals. Far 
too many, actually. The rehearsals used dramatic material massively and went through an 
entire range of dramatic registers: indignation, refusal, victimization, revolt, to end up 
now in acceptance. 
 
After the announcement made at the “Sonorous Saturday”, the lights went out and I 
suddenly began to recall all sorts of shows held in the Round Room and at CNDB in 
general. I started to think about the short, but troubled existence of CNDB and to find a 
connection with a text I published four years ago in a German magazine, entitled, 
following a paraphrase of a work by visual artist Mircea Cantor, “The landscape is 
changing”. 
And the landscape did change. Visibly. Only not necessarily in the optimistic fashion 
proposed by us in that article. CNDB did not trigger institutional replies, nor did any long 
expected “fissure” in the official art system occur. Contemporary practice is still 
perceived like a foreign body and treated with hostility by the authorities and society. 
I shall not re-iterate here the analysis I made in that article or the well-known string of 
assertions on the importance of CNDB in the local cultural context or the stories on 
protests, resistance and attitude. Without nostalgia. And especially without victimization. 
 
The program I propose during these six days does not wish so much to be a retrospective 
of CNDB as to address the present moment while still integrating certain stances taken by 
CNDB over time, and which I consider important. Without glorification, but also trying 
to evoke, at least symbolically, the remarkable things which took place during these last 
five years. And there were many of them! 
 



To me, CNDB meant discourse, research, debate, attitude and a platform-space, which 
hosted and undertook a string of projects and delicate stances which could not find any 
other place where to assert themselves. 
 
In short, apart from being a space (the only one) for the presentation and production of 
contemporary dance shows, CNDB also understood its political and social dimension as a 
partner of its own time in a difficult context. CNDB will continue to carry on its activity; 
certainly, in a new form. This is quite obvious. 
However, what I am concerned with these days is “what is the matter?” with 
contemporary art today and in this context? And especially under what circumstances? A 
certain type of public discourse adamantly demands “optimization” and “profitability” in 
almost every field. The persons “assisted” in any way must disappear or make a lot of 
profit. It is an increasingly present discourse nowadays, which seems to be the only 
officially accepted logic in a more and more neo-liberal society.  
What position should the artists adopt in relation to this new reality, increasingly 
deprived of resources and about to reach the status of permanent precariousness?  
Through militancy, autonomy, integration in the system, art for art’s sake, money for art, 
activism, resistance, resistance through culture, politics, anarchy? Or should they save 
themselves, once more, aesthetically? Or should we simply continue to be artists any way 
we can? Could the time of artists have passed and the time of managers arrived?  
 
Could it be that the “unheard of moment of solidarity” is over for good? Is this truly the 
end of all our illusions or, quite the opposite, a propitious moment to place under debate 
important notions such as “public space” or “public service” from a new perspective? 
 
We invite you to attend six days rich in presentations and debates. 
 
The last, as well as the first! 
 
Manuel Pelmuş 
 


